


SIDE 1

"WHERE THERE'S A WILL THERE'S A WAY

Bobby Whitlock .................•... piano and vocals
Eric Clapton ...............•....... bass and guitar
Jim Gordon drums

"SONG FOR PAULA"

Bobby whitlodk ....•................ guitar,piano,organ
and vocals

Jim Gordon .................•...•... drums

Delaney Bramlett ..............•.... guitar and vocals
Bobby Womack .........•..........•.. bas s

"A GAME CALLED LIFE"

Bobby Whitlock .....•.....•......... guitar and vocals
Jim Gordon ...........•..•.......... drums

Delaney Bramlett ........•......•... bass
Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra

"COUNTRY LIFE"

Bobby Whitlock ....•................ vocals
D.&B. Bramlett •.................... voca Is
Carl Radle bass
Jim Ke 1tner drums

Jerry McGee guitar

"A DAY WITHOUT JESUS"

Bobby Whitlock ...•..•.•.....•..•... piano,organ,vocals
Eric Clapton ••.........•.•......•.. guitar
George Harrison guitar
Klaus Voorman .......•.............. bass
Jirn Gordon .........•.••...•......... drums

"BACK IN MY LIFE AGAIN" SIDE 2

Bobby Whitlock ......•...........•.. organ,vocals
Eric Clapton •.•..........•........• guitar
George Harrison .•......•........... guitar
Jim Price ...~...;..•......•......... horns
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WHO'S WHERE ON BOBBY WHITLOCK

SIDE 2 (continued)

"THE SCENERY HAS SLOWLY CHANGED"

Bobby Whitlock .•...•............... guitar,vocals
Eric Clapton ..............•....•.•. guitar
Delaney Bra.mlett.................•. bass
Jim Gordon .•............•.........• drums

"I'D RATHER LIVE THE STRAIGHT LIFE"

Bobby Whitlock guitar,vocals
Jerry McGee •••••••••••••••••••••••• guitar
Jim ReI tner •....•.................. drums

Chuck Raney •........•.•............ bass

"DREAMS OF A HOBO"

Bobby whitlock •...•...............• guitar,vocals
Jim Ke1tner ................•••..... drums
Carl Radle ...•..................... bass

Jerry McGee •.....................•. guitar

"BACK HOME IN ENGLAND"

Bobby\~itlock .....•.........•.•... guitar,vocals
Jim Gordon ...•.....•.............•. drums

Delaney Bramlett ......••........... guit~~
Los Angeles SYmphony Orchestra
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BOBBY HHITLOCK

Bobby Whitlock is a veteran musician at 23 and one of tl,emost

respected writers and performers in the world of rock and roll. If the name

isn't immediately familiar, it's probably because you don't read the back

covers of your favorite albums. Bobby's name is on most of them.

Bobby was born in Memphis, Tennessee, the sane of a "Hellfire and

Damnation" preacher. Bobby first learned to play and sing in church. You

can still hear the early Baptist training and straining in his voice. His

subject matter and approach is pure rock and roll, the kind that hasn't

changed much from the beginnings. The roots of Bobby's music are deep in
country church blues. He sings the music he knows about, writes the songs

he has lived and plays the hell out of the piano and lately the guitar.

Bobby has had only two gigs as a professional musician since he left

Memphis. The first was as the keyboard and back-up singer and co-writer with

Delaney and· Bonnie and Friends. Delaney Bramlett met Bobby in Memphis while
he was at Stax recording the first album with his new group. After he heard

Bobby play and sing, he offered him a gig. The job with the Delaney and

Bonnie band lasted for three years and five albums. Bobby was the first white
solo artist to be signed by the venerable Stax Records of Memphis, the home of

Otis Redding, Wilson Pickett and Joe Tex. They felt strongly enough about

Bobby and his music to add him to the roster of their other superstars.

Bobby traveled around the world with Delaney and Bonnie and was part of

their famous touring, spontaneous "Motel Shot" promotion where they played live

on the air for fifty radio stations. When the band was touring Europe, they

met Eric C1apton, who was so impressed with the band that he asked to join the

group for a tour. It was during this time that Eric became familiar with

Bobby and his incredible talent. When he formed his last group, Derek and the

Dominoes, Eric asked Bobby to join the band as keyboard man and singer. While

the band was together, Bobby co-wrote most of the band's material, sang vocals
with Eric and provided much of the direction and drive of the band.

When the last tour of the Dominoes ended, Bobby decided to lay-out in

his new home in England, with his lady Paula, to write some new songs and
prepare for his own album. Ready with the songs, he contacted Jimmy Miller,

the producer of the Stones, and they immediately went into the studio to work

on Bobby's first solo album. Session men on the dates read like a Who's Who

of international rock and roll: Eric Clapton) The Stones, Delaney and Bonnie,

Jimmy Keltner, Jimmy Price, Klaus Voorman and many more--the finest players in

the world sat in to make Bobby's debut album one of the strongest, initial
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rock and roll albums of the decade. The songs are all Bobby's, as are the

music and the arrangements. No longer a sideman, the kid from Memphis is

up front with his own music for the first time.

It.has been a long time since Bobby left Memphis and it's been a

long time since he sang in his Dad's choir. You'll appreciate the fact

that there isn't much lost in the time. What Bobby plays is pure rock

and roll, this time all his own, and it's strong, impressive and funky

as dirt, 100% pure, home-grown, down-to-it rock and roll--the kind

Memphis is famous for. England is a long was from Memphis, but with

Bobby around, it's as close as the nearest piano.
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